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Decades of research show that students learn more in classes that utilize active learning than they
do in traditional, lecture-only classes. Active learning also reduces the achievement gaps that are
often present between various demographic groups. Given these well-established results, instructors
of upper-division astronomy courses may decide to search the astronomy education research litera-
ture in hopes of finding some guidance on common student difficulties, as well as research-validated
and research-based active learning curricula. Their search will be in vain. The current literature
on upper-division astronomy is essentially non-existent. This is a shame, since many upper-division
astronomy students will experience conceptual and problem-solving difficulties with the quantitative
problems they encounter. These difficulties may exist even if students have a strong background
in mathematics. In this paper, I examine one quantitative problem that is representative of those
that upper-division astronomy students are expected to solve. I list many of the subtle pieces of
information that students need to understand in order to advance toward a solution and I describe
how such a list can be used to generate Peer Instruction (PI) questions. I also provide guidelines
for instructors who wish to develop and implement their own PI questions. These PI questions
can be used to increase the amount of active learning that occurs in an upper-division astronomy
course. They help develop students’ understandings of symbolic, mathematical representations and
they help improve students’ problem-solving skills. The ideas presented in this paper can help
instructors infuse their upper-division astronomy courses with active learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
An instructor teaching an upper-division astronomy
course faces many challenges. They must decide what
exactly they will teach; unlike physics, there is no widely
accepted “canon” of topics. There is not even a consensus
about which courses astronomy majors should take and
in what order. Across undergraduate astronomy degree
programs, there is more uniformity in the physics course
requirements than in the astronomy course requirements.
The only courses that are required for all astronomy
bachelor degrees, regardless of institution, are introduc-
tory calculus-based mechanics and electricity and mag-
netism, as well as the necessary calculus pre-requisites.1
Astronomy courses are also frequently organized
around specific objects to be studied (e.g., stellar physics,
the interstellar medium, cosmology, etc.), whereas
physics courses are organized according to physical prin-
ciples (e.g., classical mechanics, quantum mechanics,
thermodynamics and statistical physics, etc.). Princi-
ples from across the physics curriculum often appear in a
single upper-division astronomy course. For example, a
complete understanding of stellar physics requires ideas
drawn from classical mechanics, electricity and mag-
netism, quantum mechanics, thermodynamics and sta-
tistical physics, nuclear physics, and relativity. Upper-
division astronomy instructors cannot assume that their
students have completed upper-division physics course-
work in all of these sub-disciplines. Astronomy instruc-
tors must be prepared to provide their students with
their first lessons on these topics at an advanced under-
graduate level. This means that astronomy instructors
must also be able to help their students overcome com-
mon and well-documented difficulties in upper-division
physics while simultaneously teaching them astrophysics.
Students are likely to experience conceptual, reasoning,
and problem-solving difficulties that are specific to astro-
physics topics, but unfortunately the community’s knowl-
edge of what these difficulties might be is limited to a
single paper that found that introductory astronomy stu-
dents experience the same conceptual difficulties regard-
less of whether they are in a course designed for STEM
or non-STEM majors.2
On top of all of these challenges, upper-division as-
tronomy instructors also have an obligation to use ac-
tive learning techniques to intellectually engage their stu-
dents. No one can reasonably doubt the benefits of active
learning. Decades of research show that active learn-
ing increases the amount of information that students
learn and retain.3 Active learning also reduces pernicious
achievement gaps between different demographic groups
– gaps that are exacerbated by traditional, lecture-only
instruction.4–7 Instructors must incorporate active learn-
ing into their courses if they truly care about creat-
ing inclusive and effective learning environments. This
presents another challenge for upper-division astronomy
instructors who wish to use research-based active learn-
ing curricula. When they consult the literature, they will
find that the astronomy education community (including
this author) have focused almost all of their efforts at the
college level on Astro 101 courses.8–10 This presents a sad
contrast to our colleagues in physics, who have created
numerous active learning materials, based on extensive
physics education research, for multiple upper-division
physics courses.11 Hopefully, the astronomy community
will someday catch up with our peers in physics, but in
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2the meantime what are astronomy instructors supposed
to do?
In this paper, I describe how instructors of upper-
division astronomy courses can take a standard quan-
titative problem (similar to those that students are ex-
pected to solve on homework and exams) and develop a
series of Peer Instruction (PI) questions that help stu-
dents unpack the essential steps toward a solution and
decode the oft-subtle symbolic representations used by
professionals.12 Note that PI questions are often referred
to as Think-Pair-Share (TPS) in the astronomy com-
munity, in recognition of the many similarities between
Mazur’s Peer Instruction and Lyman’s original concep-
tualization of TPS.13
I am focusing on PI questions for upper-division
courses for two reasons. First, PI is the active
learning technique that is most frequently adopted by
instructors.14 Second, the transition from the introduc-
tory to upper-division courses is known to be difficult.15
Even students who excelled in their introductory courses
may struggle once they advance into upper-division
courses sometime around their sophomore or junior years.
Many instructors recognize that these struggles are tied
to the increased use of mathematics.16 Instructors often
lament the mathematical preparation of some students,
and it is absolutely true that an inadequate foundation
in mathematics will severely hamper a student’s ability
to master the material presented at the upper division.
However, the ways in which mathematics is presented
and used in math classes does not always match how
it is presented and used in physics and astronomy, so
simply encouraging students to “take more math” or to
“do better in math” will not necessarily fix all of the
issues they experience when attempting to solve quanti-
tative problems.17,18 For example, students may under-
stand how to do a triple intergral and yet struggle to
understand what certain symbols represent, why certain
substitutions are valid and essential, and how we use our
knowledge to set limits and make reasonable assumptions
that simplify the problem.
At this time, it is necessary to use an example to illus-
trate this point. In Section II, I present a typical calcu-
lation that many astronomy majors will encounter and
I highlight the various steps that are not clearly expli-
cated in standard solutions found in a wide variety of
textbooks. In Section III, I show how these steps can
be transformed into PI questions that can be used to
actively engage students, with the concomitant effect of
demystifying many of the intermediate steps highlighted
in Section II. In Section IV I present guidelines for in-
structors who wish to develop and implement their own
PI questions. Conclusions can be found in Section V.
II. THE PRESSURE INTEGRAL
Here is a problem that many astronomy majors may
encounter at some point during their undergraduate
studies:
Imagine that an interstellar dust grain is sur-
rounded by an isotropic gas. n(θ, φ, v) repre-
sents the number density of gas particles with
speeds between v and v+dv coming from po-
lar angles between θ and θ+dθ and azimuthal
angles between φ and φ + dφ. Each particle
in the gas has the same mass m. Find an
expression for the pressure P that these gas
particles exert on the dust grain. Assume the
dust grains reflect specularly.
The first few steps in the solution may look like the fol-
lowing:
P =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi/2
0
∫ ∞
0
(2mv cos(θ)) (n(θ, φ, v))
v cos(θ) sin(θ) dv dθ dφ
=
∫ ∞
0
2mv2 (n(θ, φ, v)) dv =
1
3
m
∫ ∞
0
v2n(v) dv
At this point, we need to specify a distribution function
for the number of particles in order to evaluate the final
integral, which is often called the pressure integral.19 But
for the purposes of this paper, we need not go any further.
There are already several pieces of important information
that are embedded in the above calculation – information
that may be missed by many students.
Variants of this calculation are found in a number of
astrophysics textbooks.19–21 Different textbooks provide
different amounts of exposition surrounding the details
of the calculation. Many will invoke impulse-momentum
principles to explain why the 2mv cos(θ) term is present.
Many will also provide a sentence or two to attempt to
explain the origins of the second cosine term. Some may
also indicate how one goes from an expression involving
n(θ, φ, v) to one involving n(v). But a student unac-
customed to the density of information packed into the
problem statement and the symbolic notations will re-
quire substantially more scaffolding to link the mathe-
matical expressions to an understanding of the physical
scenario being modeled.
A conscientious instructor may look at the above cal-
culation and ask themselves the following questions:
• Do my students recognize that the set of terms
n(θ, φ, v) v is proportional to a collision rate?
• Do they really understand why the collision rate is
multiplied by cos(θ)?
• Do my students know that the 2mv cos(θ) repre-
sents a change in momentum?
• Do students understand that a change in momen-
tum is proportional to a pressure?
• Do students understand why a differential element
of solid angle dΩ is given by sin(θ) dθ dφ?
3• Would my students have chosen the same limits of
integration?
• A factor of 4pi must appear in the denominator
when going from n(θ, φ, v) to n(v). Can my stu-
dents explain why?
This list is not meant to be comprehensive. But it is
extensive enough to make a key point: Struggling on a
problem such as this is not a simple matter of being poor
at math. A student may have done quite well in calculus
and may be able to evaluate a large number of complex
integrals. At first glance, this looks like yet another triple
integral that he or she should be able to do. However,
if that student lacks the symbolic and representational
fluency necessary to answer all of the questions posed
above, then they will be unable to make much progress
toward a solution, much to their consternation and the
consternation of their instructor.
III. SAMPLE PI QUESTIONS
Instructors should not be discouraged by the questions
listed in Section II. Instead, they should see each question
as an indication of a topic to explore in detail using active
learning techniques. While there many such techniques
that could be used, in this paper I will focus on Peer
Instruction. PI questions are often the first technique
adopted by instructors who are new to active learning.
Instructors report using this technique more than any
other.14 PI is the gateway drug to active learning.
Each of the questions listed above can be turned into
one or more PI questions. Figures 1-10 are a possible
sequence of PI questions that instructors can use to help
guide students through the potential difficulties raised in
Section II.
The first two questions (Figures 1 and 2) are designed
to help students understand why the number of collisions
per unit time per unit area is given by nv cos(θ). The PI
question in Figure 1 presents students with a simplified
scenario in which the number of collisions is given by
nh dA. Instructors can build on this result to explain
that the number of collisions is also equal to nv∆t dA,
where v is the particle’s speed and ∆t is the time interval
required for particles at the top of the cylinder to travel
all the way down to the area dA, which is why the number
of collisions per unit time per unit area for this scenario
in Figure 1 is nv. The PI question in Figure 2 forces
students to think about how to modify the expression
for the number of collisions per unit time per unit area
to account for a situation in which the particles’ velocity
makes an angle of θ with respect to the normal to dA.
This question leads students to understand the origin of
one of the cos(θ) terms in the pressure integral.
Students must next connect nv cos(θ) with the con-
cepts of momentum and pressure. Figures 3 and 4 ad-
dress this issue. The question in Figure 3 forces stu-
dents to make a conceptual connection between pressure
Imagine a cylinder of height h is filled 
with gas particles of number density n 
that are all headed straight for the 
bottom patch 
of area dA.  
How many 
total collisions 
will dA 
experience? 
 
A) nh dA 
B) n dA/h 
C) n dA 
D) nh 
E) none of the above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now imagine that the particles are 
traveling such that they make an angle of 
θ with respect to the normal to dA.  n 
still represents 
the number 
density of 
particles.  How 
many total 
collisions will 
dA experience 
per unit time? 
 
A) nv sin(θ) 
B) nv cos(θ) 
C) nv/sin(θ) 
D) nv/cos(θ) 
E) none of the above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which of the following statements is 
correct? 
A) Pressure equals a change in 
momentum per unit time. 
B) Pressure equals a change in 
momentum per unit area. 
C) Pressure equals a change in 
momentum per unit time per unit 
area. 
D) Pressure per unit area equals a 
change in momentum per unit time. 
E) Pressure per unit time equals a 
change in momentum per unit area. 
 
 
A gas particle with momentum of 
magnitude p reflects off of a surface.  Its 
angle of incidence is θ.  What is the 
magnitude of the total change in 
momentum the particle experiences? 
 
A) Δp = 2mv cos(θ) 
B) Δp = mv cos(θ) 
C) Δp = 2mv sin(θ) 
D) Δp = 2mv sin(θ) 
E) none of the above 
 
 
Imagine an interstellar dust grain 
surrounded by an isotropic gas.  The 
figure at right shows the dust grain with 
a small patch of area dA 
marked.  The area dA 
could be hit by a gas 
particle coming from 
anywhere over a solid 
angle of ___ steradians. 
 
A) π 
B) 2π 
C) 3π 
D) 4π 
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FIG. 1. A sample PI questionon how the number of collisions
depends on the number density of particles, the height of the
cylinder, and the patch of area dA. The correct answer is A.
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FIG. 2. A sample PI question on how the number of collisions
per unit time depends on the angle at which the particles
strike the surface. The correct answer is B.
and a change in momentum. The PI question in Figure
4 requires students to use their knowledge of geometry
and impulse-momentum principles to determine that the
there must be a second cos(θ) term in the pressure inte-
gral.
At this point, students should be ready to write down
the triple integral that they will need to evaluate. Many
will recognize that they are integrating over a solid angle
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FIG. 3. A sample PI question about the relationship between
pressure and a change in momentum. The correct answer is
C.
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FIG. 4. A sample PI question on the change of momentum
experienced by a particle colliding with a surface. The correct
answer is A.
element dΩ. Some may remember that dΩ = sin(θ) dθ dφ
for the standard spherical coordinate system used in
physics and astronomy. But do they really understand
why dΩ = sin(θ) dθ dφ? Recent research shows that
the answer for a majority of students is “no.”22 Figure 5
shows a PI questi n, adapted from the work of Schermer-
horn d Thompson (2019), that makes students think
about how to construct a volume element for a given co-
ordinate system.22
Students should also wrestle with determining the lim-
its of integration, especially for the polar and azimuthal
integrals. One cannot simply state that these integrals
must be done over “all possible angles.” Na¨ıvely integrat-
ing over θ from 0 to 2pi will result in an answer of 0! A
more careful student may integrate over φ from 0 to 2pi
and θ from 0 to pi (or the equivalent of half a circle), but
this will result in an answer that is a factor of 2 too big.
Figures 6 and 7 address this issue. Figure 6 is designed to
 
 
Which of the following choices gives 
appropriate upper integration limits for 
the azimuthal integral (represented by 
the brackets “[ ]”) and the polar integral 
(represented by the parentheses “( )”)? 
 
A) [ ] = π and ( ) = π 
B) [ ] = 2π and ( ) = π/2 
C) [ ] = 2π and ( ) = π 
D) [ ] = π and ( ) = π/2 
E) more than one of the above 
 
 
 
 
The above figure shows a coordinate 
system that is similar to, but different 
from, the standard polar coordinate 
system.  What is the volume element dΩ 
in this new coordinate system? 
 
A) sin(α) dα dβ 
B) sin(β) dα dβ 
C) cos(α) dα dβ 
D) cos(β) dα dβ 
E) none of the above 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  Which of the 
following are possible units for n(θ,ϕ,v)? 
 
A) m-3 
B) m-3 radian-2 
C) m-4 radian-2 s 
D) m-3 radian2 s 
E) m-4 radian-2 s-1 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  If the gas particles 
are distributed isotropically, then which 
of the following must be true? 
 
A) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 2π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
C) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
D) none of the above 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  n(v) represents the 
number density of gas particles with 
speeds between v and v + dv.  If the gas is 
distributed isotropically, then which of 
the following is correct? 
 
A) n(v) dv = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv 
C) n(v) dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv 
D) n(v) dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
E) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
P = 2mvcos θ( )( ) n(θ ,φ,v)( )vcos θ( )sin θ( )dvdθ dφ0
∞
∫0
( )∫0
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦∫
β 
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FIG. 5. A sample PI question on determining the volume
element for a given coordinate system. The correct answer is
C.
help student realize that they only need to integrate over
a solid angle of 2pi steradians, while Figure 7 is designed
to focus students’ attention on which integration limits
are appropriate.
Finally, a student who simply substitutes n(v) in place
of n(θ, φ, v) will find that their answer is too big by a fac-
tor of 4pi. To understand why, this student must realize
that n(θ, φ, v) is the the number density of gas particles
with speeds between v and v+ dv coming from polar an-
gles between θ and θ+ dθ and azimuthal angles between
φ and φ + dφ. Similarly, n(v) is the number density of
gas particles with speeds between v and v + dv. The PI
question in Figure 8 probes whether students really un-
derstand what n(θ, φ, v) represents by asking about its
possible units. An instructor can build off of this ques-
tion by pointing out that the number density of particles
is given by n(θ, φ, v) dθ dφ dv.
The PI question shown in Figure 9 builds upon this
idea. If the particles are distributed isotropically, then
the number density of particles is n(θ, φ, v) dθ dφ dv =
4pin(θ, φ, v) dv. Both 4pin(θ, φ, v) dv and n(v) dv repre-
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FIG. 6. A sample PI question on the solid angle from which
particles can originate if they are to collide with a patch of
area dA. The correct answer is B.
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θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  If the gas particles 
are distributed isotropically, then which 
of the following must be true? 
 
A) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 2π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
C) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
D) none of the above 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  n(v) represents the 
number density of gas particles with 
speeds between v and v + dv.  If the gas is 
distributed isotropically, then which of 
the following is correct? 
 
A) n(v) dv = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv 
C) n(v) dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv 
D) n(v) dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
E) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
P = 2mvcos θ( )( ) n(θ ,φ,v)( )vcos θ( )sin θ( )dvdθ dφ0
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FIG. 7. A sample PI question about choosing the appropriate
integration limits. The correct answer is E.
sent the number density of particles, so
n(θ, φ, v)dv =
n(v) dv
4pi
.
This idea is probed by the PI question in Figure 10.
The series of PI questions depicted in Figures 1-10 rep-
resent a possible way to introduce active learning into
an upper-division astronomy class. While PI questions
have traditionally been used to target students’ concep-
tual difficulties, the PI questions shown above specifi-
cally address difficulties students may have when solv-
ing a quantitative problem. Many of the PI questions
have answer choices that ar involve mathematical ex-
pressions, and the incorrect choices use expressions that
 
 
Which of the following choices gives 
appropriate upper integration limits for 
the azimuthal integral (represented by 
the brackets “[ ]”) and the polar integral 
(represented by the parentheses “( )”)? 
 
A) [ ] = π and ( ) = π 
B) [ ] = 2π and ( ) = π/2 
C) [ ] = 2π and ( ) = π 
D) [ ] = π and ( ) = π/2 
E) more than one of the above 
 
 
 
 
The above figure shows a coordinate 
system that is similar to, but different 
from, the standard polar coordinate 
system.  What is the volume element dΩ 
in this new coordinate system? 
 
A) sin(α) dα dβ 
B) sin(β) dα dβ 
C) cos(α) dα dβ 
D) cos(β) dα dβ 
E) one f the above 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  Which of the 
following are possible units for n(θ,ϕ,v)? 
 
A) m-3 
B) m-3 radian-2 
C) m-4 radian-2 s 
D) m-3 radian2 s 
E) m-4 radian-2 s-1 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  If the gas particles 
are distributed isotropically, then which 
of the following must be true? 
 
A) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 2π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
C) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
D) none of the above 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  n(v) represents the 
number density of gas particles with 
speeds between v and v + dv.  If the gas is 
distributed isotropically, then which of 
the following is correct? 
 
A) n(v) dv = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv 
C) n(v) dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv 
D) n(v) dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
E) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
P = 2mvcos θ( )( ) n(θ ,φ,v)( )vcos θ( )sin θ( )dvdθ dφ0
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FIG. 8. A sample PI question about the appropriate units for
n(θ, φ, v). The correct answer is C.
 
 
Which of the followin  ch ices gives 
appropria e upper integ ation limits for 
 azimuthal integral (represented by 
the brackets “[ ]”) and the polar integral 
(represented by the parentheses “( )”)? 
 
A    π and ( ) = π 
B /2 
C    2π and ( ) = π 
D) [ ] = π and ( ) = π/2 
E) more than one of the above 
 
 
 
The above f gure shows a coordinate 
system tha  is similar to, but fferent 
from, the standard polar coordinat  
system.  What is the volume element dΩ 
in this new coordinate system? 
 
A α
B sin(β)   
C α    
D) c s(β) dα dβ 
E) none of the above 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents th  number density of 
gas particles with speeds betw en v and 
v + v coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
betwee  ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  Which of the 
following are possible units for n(θ,ϕ,v)? 
 
A -  
B 3
C -4 -2 s 
D) 3 2 s 
E) m-4 radian-2 s-1 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents th  number density of 
gas particles with speeds betw en v and 
v + v coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ an  ϕ + dϕ.  If the gas particles 
are distributed isotropically, then which 
of the following must be true? 
 
A , ,      π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B 2
C (θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
D) none of the above 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents th  number density of 
gas particles with speeds betw en v and 
v + v coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angl  
betwe n ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  n(v) r presents the 
number density of gas particles with 
speeds b tween v and v + dv.  If the gas is 
distributed isotropically, then which of 
the following is correct? 
 
A  = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv
B  /4π = , ,     
C θ dϕ dv 
D)   = 4π , ,   
E) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
P = 2mvcos θ( )( ) n(θ ,φ,v)( )vcos θ( )sin θ( )dvdθ dφ0
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FIG. 9. A sample PI question about the correct expression
for n(θ, φ, v) dθ dφ dv. The correct answer is C.
exemplify common difficulties that many students experi-
ence whe they attempt to transl te a physical situation
into a mathematical representation. The PI questions
shown in F gures 1-10 are not meant to be a definitive
list of all the PI questions instructors can and should
ask of students who are studying the pressure integral,
but they do demonstrate that it is possible to use PI
to ac ive engage upper-division astronomy students on
quantitative problems.
IV. DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING PI
QUESTIONS
Now that I have unpacked the pressure integral prob-
lem, listing a series of PI questions to scaffold students
through the multiple reasoning steps required to reach
a solution, I will provide some guidelines for instructors
who wish to develop and i plement their own PI ques-
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Which of the following choices gives 
appropriate upper integration limits for 
the azimuthal integral (represented by 
the brackets “[ ]”) and the polar integral 
(represented by the parentheses “( )”)? 
 
A) [ ] = π and ( ) = π 
B) [ ] = 2π and ( ) = π/2 
C) [ ] = 2π and ( ) = π 
D) [ ] = π and ( ) = π/2 
E) more than one of the above 
 
 
 
 
The above figure shows a coordinate 
system that is similar to, but different 
from, the standard polar coordinate 
system.  What is the volume element dΩ 
in this new coordinate system? 
 
A) sin(α) dα dβ 
B) sin(β) dα dβ 
C) cos(α) dα dβ 
D) cos(β) dα dβ 
E) none of the above 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  Which of the 
following are possible units for n(θ,ϕ,v)? 
 
A) m-3 
B) m-3 radian-2 
C) m-4 radian-2 s 
D) m-3 radian2 s 
E) m-4 radian-2 s-1 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  If the gas particles 
are distributed isotropically, then which 
of the following must be true? 
 
A) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 2π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
C) n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv = 4π n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
D) none of the above 
 
 
 
n(θ,ϕ,v) represents the number density of 
gas particles with speeds between v and 
v + dv coming from polar angles between 
θ and θ + dθ and azimuthal angles 
between ϕ and ϕ + dϕ.  n(v) represents the 
number density of gas particles with 
speeds between v and v + dv.  If the gas is 
distributed isotropically, then which of 
the following is correct? 
 
A) n(v) dv = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
B) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv 
C) n(v) dv = n(θ,ϕ,v) dθ dϕ dv 
D) n(v) dv/4π = n(θ,ϕ,v) dv 
E) none of the above 
P = 2mvcos θ( )( ) n(θ ,φ,v)( )vcos θ( )sin θ( )dvdθ dφ0
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FIG. 10. A sample PI question about the correct expression
for n(v) dv for an isotropic gas. The correct answer is D.
tions. These guidelines originate from multiple sources.
Many derive from the known best practices for imple-
menting PI.23 Others come from thoughtful reflection on
my own experiences using PI questions that I have cre-
ated in order to facilitate collaborative problem-solving
during the “lecture” portion of a class. Some guidelines
emerged from critiques and conversations I have had with
colleagues. Since quantitative problem-solving is a skill
taught across the physics and astronomy curriculum (as
well as other disciplines), the guidelines listed here apply
to a wide variety of courses, from the introductory to the
graduate level. However, since this paper is focused on
upper-division astronomy, I will limit the examples I use
to that context.
A. Developing PI Questions
If you are an instructor who wants to use PI questions
to scaffold the in-class solving of quantitative problems,
then you must begin by identifying which problems you
want your students to solve. If you have taught the course
before, recall which problems were notoriously difficult
for your students. Many of us have had the experience of
delivering what we consider to be lucid and informative
lectures, replete with multiple example problems whose
solutions we model for students, only to have the demor-
alizing experience of watching our students struggle on
homeworks, on exams, and during office hours to apply
or even recall the information and procedures explained
during lecture. When students consistently struggle with
a particular problem or problem-solving technique, then
consider using a sequence of PI questions to help students
work toward a solution during class.
Even if you are teaching your course for the first time,
you should be able to identify a set of quantitative prob-
lems that require students to use the range of problem-
solving techniques you plan to teach. While you will want
to put some of these problems on homework sets and save
others for your exams, you should also use some during
class. I recommend using some of your most complex
problems during class. Class time is precious and limited,
so while it is tempting to try to have your students work
through an entire progression of problems, from the rel-
atively straightforward to the increasingly complex, you
may find that you only have time for your students to do
one or two problems in a single class period – and if you
only have time for one problem, it better engage your
students in as many reasoning steps and problem-solving
techniques as possible. Problems that require students to
only use a limited number of problem-solving techniques
may not adequately prepare students for the more com-
plex problems they will encounter that require coordi-
nating multiple pieces of information. In contrast, when
students attempt to solve a single complex problem dur-
ing class, you can then use a series of PI questions to
help direct the class conversation to the exact parts of
the problem-solving process that will be the most diffi-
cult for your students.
But how can you tell which parts of that process will
be the most difficult for students? If you have taught
the course before, then you may already have a sense of
where your students might struggle. For example, many
instructors have worked with students who struggle to
correctly identify and place a trigonometric function in
an equation. A question such as the one shown in Figure
2 targets this difficulty since sine and cosine appear in the
answer choices, both in the numerator and the denomi-
nator. If you have yet to identify exactly where students
may be struggling on a particular problem, then review
how you solved the problem. Every time you performed a
step that involved more than plugging in a number, per-
forming an algebraic manipulation, or executing a well-
known algorithm (such as integrating a polynomial) – in
other words, every time you had to really think about
what to do next – you have identified a step with which
many students will likely struggle. These are the steps
for which you should develop PI questions.
Look again at the series of PI questions described in
Section III. They all target places along the problem-
solving pathway that require students to do more than
push a few symbols around or plug in a number. The
PI questions in Section III ask students to identify in-
tegration limits, use a coordinate system to accurately
describe positions, construct representations of physical
quantities using mathematical symbols, and use mathe-
matical representations learned in prior courses. While
these are not the only cognitive steps that students may
struggle with, they will encompass a large fraction of stu-
dents’ difficulties, and instructors trying to develop their
own PI questions can mimic some of the PI questions
shown in Section III.
For example, if you want your students to integrate
7Planck’s law in order to derive the Stefan-Boltzmann
law, then you will need to make sure that they can 1)
understand why a cos(θ) term appears in the integrand
alongside Planck’s law, and 2) recognize that they only
need to integrate over half a sphere. Consequently, you
may want to adapt the PI questions shown in Figures 2
and 7 for this case. Even though the derivation of the
Stefan-Boltzmann law from Planck’s law may seem like a
purely mathematically exercise at first glance, incorpor-
taing the cos(θ) term and choosing the appropriate inte-
gration limits requires students to visualize the physical
scenario they are modeling and to understand what the
various quantities represent. From my experience, stu-
dents are especially likely to struggle with choosing the
integration limits; initially, many want to integrate over
all possible polar and azimuthal angles, suggesting that
they do not immediately understanding the reasoning for
integrating over only half of a sphere.
To take a second example, imagine that you have just
introduced your class to Einstein’s A and B-coefficients.
Before proceeding, you may want to see if your students
can generate the correct relationship between these three
coefficients (and the density of photons or energy den-
sity or mean intensity) under the condition of thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. You could ask a PI question such
as “Which of the following expressions correctly relates
Einstein’s coefficients under the condition of thermody-
namic equilibrium?” The correct answer is the math-
ematical relationship nLBLU J¯ = nUAUL + nUBULJ¯ ,
where nL and nU are the number densities of atoms at
the lower and upper energy states, respectively, and J¯
is the mean intensity. The distractors (wrong answers)
can include variations on this expression that place a
coefficient on the wrong side of the equals sign (e.g.,
nUAUL = nLBLU J¯ + nUBULJ¯) and/or incorrectly in-
cludes or excludes J¯ in certain parts of the equation (e.g.,
nLBLU J¯ = nUAULJ¯+nUBULJ¯), among other errors. A
PI question like this forces students to practice contruct-
ing representations of astrophysical ideas using mathe-
matical symbols, a skill that students might not have the
opportunity to develop during lecture if the instructor
simply writes the answer on the board for students to
dutifully copy down into their notebooks.
As a final example, imagine your upper-division class
is studying cosmology and you want them to determine
the current proper distance between an observer and
a distant galaxy in a flat, matter-dominated universe
described by the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW)
metric. There are multiple steps along this problem’s
solution pathway where students must make a decision.
Students can benefit from a PI question at each of these
steps. You can ask students whether the dΩ2 term in
the FRW metric should be multiplied by r2, sin2(r), or
sinh2(r) for a flat universe. You can ask whether the
scale factor a scales as the time coordinate t according
to a ∼ t1/2, a ∼ t2/3, or a ∼ et for a matter-dominated
universe. You can ask students which of the differentials
(ds, dt, dr, dθ, and dφ) can be set equal to 0. These are
some of the major decisions students have to make before
they can carry out the algebra and calculus necessary to
solve this problem. Once students understand the rea-
soning underlying each of these decisions, they can apply
what they have learned to new situations (e.g., calculat-
ing the proper distance in an open, radiation-dominated
universe). PI questions can help you foster the conversa-
tions your students need to have during class in order to
develop this understanding.
Please note that it is not the purpose of this section
to develop a comprehensive list of all possible PI ques-
tions for all possible upper-division astronomy problems.
Instead, I am using a few examples to show how one
can generalize the approach demonstrated in Section III
to create PI questions appropriate for scaffolding and
developing upper-division astronomy students’ quantita-
tive problem-solving abilities. All of the PI questions
suggested in this section and shown in Section III focus
students’ attention on the key decisions that one must
make when solving a particular problem. When a stu-
dent struggles to successfully solve a quantitative prob-
lem, they are most likely struggling with one or more of
these decisions, which may include choosing integration
limits, applying a coordinate system, and constructing
mathematical representations. PI questions that target
these decision points can stimulate productive student-
student and student-instructor conversations that help
students better understand the reasoning they need to
employ when solving quantitative problems.
B. Implementing PI Questions
Research suggests that the quality of an instructor’s
implementation of active learning is the most important
factor in determining their students’ learning gains.24
This section describes some of the best practices that
my colleagues and I have developed for implementing PI
questions, especially in the context of scaffolding the solv-
ing of a quantitative problem. These implementation
guidelines are meant to help you ensure that students
are fully engaged with the problem and that you are ef-
ficiently using your limited class time.
For some instructors, time is a barrier that discour-
ages them from using an active learning strategy, such
as PI.14 To be honest, if you attempt to simply squeeze
in some active learning on top of the traditional lectures
that you have given in the past, then time will be an
issue. Both your lectures and your active learning activi-
ties will be cut short, likely before you get to some of the
more interesting – and complex – topics. This will cause
both you and your students to be frustrated. To avoid
this frustration, you will need to decide how to most ef-
ficiently use the available class time, which will require
you to make judicious decisions about your lecture topics.
This does not necessarily mean that you have to dump a
large fraction of the content you would otherwise lecture
on, although some trimming may be necessary. Rather,
8you will have to decide what content students are best
equiped to pick up outside of class (e.g., as part of a
reading assignment from their textbook) and what con-
tent they will need to acquire in-class via a combination
of lecture and active learning.
I recommend minimizing the amount of class time stu-
dents spend copying down your derivations of equations.
That does not mean that students should never see a
derivation. Refer your students to the relevant pages in
their textbook where a derivation is shown, or create a
video of yourself performing the derivation that students
can watch outside of class. You can hold students re-
sponsible for reading these pages or watching the video
by requiring them to answer a few questions that they
will submit. These can be graded either for correctness or
for completion, depending on your goals. This approach
can also be used to introduce students to the declara-
tive knowledge they will need (e.g., the different phases
of the interstellar medium), thereby freeing up class time
for more active learning, including in-class problem solv-
ing scaffolded by PI questions.
As stated earlier, when you choose a quantitative prob-
lem for your students to do in class, make sure that the
problem will require students to apply as much astro-
physical information and as many problem-solving tech-
niques as possible. You do not have an unlimited amount
of class time with your students, so your goal is to get
students to talk to each other and to you about as many
of the key decision points in the problem solving process
as possible. This will help students develop more expert-
like understandings of the course material and problem-
solving techniques.
You may still need to devote some class time to lec-
ture, but make sure that lecture is focused on providing
students with just enough information so they can start
working on a problem. For example, if students have
never encountered the method of separation of variables
for finding solutions to partial differential equations, then
you will need to introduce and explain this method. But
once it has been introduced and explained, resist the
temptation to do several example problems for your stu-
dents. Instead, make them use this method to solve one
or more problems.
Once you present a problem to students, give them a
couple of minutes to work on the problem in collaboration
with their neighbors. Do not immediatelty launch into
the PI questions. Students need time to read and inter-
pret the problem. They should also have time to begin to
decide which pieces of their knowledge they will need to
use to figure out the solution. You probably do not want
to give students enough time to actually arrive at a solu-
tion before asking your first PI question; that may use up
a substantial fraction of your class time, and many stu-
dents may have become stuck, given up, and disengaged
from the class after the first five minutes spent on solv-
ing the problem. I have found that students need two to
five minutes to work on the problem before I present the
first PI question. Two to five minutes is usually enough
time for students to read and interpret the problem, for-
mulate their initial ideas of how to solve it, and, most
importantly, realize where they may be stuck. During
this time, circulate around the room, listen to students’
conversations, and answer questions as they arise. By
listening to your students, you may discover that they
are experiencing difficulties that you did not anticipate
and that you can immediately address (and perhaps in-
corporate into future classes). You will also get a sense
of when many of your students begin to get stuck, which
is when you can start asking your PI questions. Students
will appreciate the need for the PI questions, and the
conversations they foster, once they realize that they are
stuck.
You should use the best practices for PI when posing
your questions to your students and collecting their re-
sponses. Brissenden and Prather have developed a com-
prehensive guide for implementing PI questions, covering
how to pose the question to your students, when to have
them discuss their answers with their peers, how to have
students vote, and how to communicate the results of a
vote with your students23. Their guide contains specific
language, developed over many years of classroom expe-
rience, that you can use to effectively communicate to
students what you expect them to be doing at each stage
during a PI question. Instructors that are unfamiliar
with these best practices should review this guide.
After you have led your class through all of your PI
questions, give them some time to complete solving the
original problem. The PI questions will have helped your
students unpack many of the key steps they need to make
in order to arrive at the solution. Give them the chance
to get to that solution. During this time, I have students
again work collaboratively with their neighbors. Once
most of the class has arrived at a solution, show your
solution to the problem, and debrief any lingering issues
or questions that your students might have.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper I have used the example of the pres-
sure integral to illustrate how many pieces of information
and problem-solving decisions are obscured by the all-too
brief solutions that often appear in upper-division text-
books and their associated lectures. When an instructor
takes the time to list all of the hidden intellectual steps
in a calculation, then they can use that list to develop
active learning materials for their class. This paper mod-
els how PI questions can be generated from such a list.
This effort is beneficial in two ways. First, it allows both
the instructor and the students to better recognize all the
pieces of conceptual knowledge and problem-solving abil-
ities that students must acquire. Second, it enables the
instructor to infuse their class with active learning, which
is well-known to elevate student performance and reduce
achievement gaps between demographic groups. Using
an active learning technique, such as PI, to help improve
9students’ problem-solving abilities is a far more effective
use of class time than the traditional approach, which
consists of students transcribing an instructor’s solutions
and derivations.
The need for models of how to incorporate active learn-
ing into an upper-division course is especially acute in
astronomy. Astronomy education researchers have yet to
focus much attention on the upper-division, in contrast
to the extensive work done on upper-division physics by
physics education researchers. This situation will hope-
fully change in the coming years. But in the mean-
time, there is no need for conscientious instructors of
upper-division astronomy courses to stick with ineffec-
tive, lecture-only instruction. They can follow the model
laid out in this paper and the guidelines of Section IV to
develop PI questions that address both conceptual and
quantitative difficulties. Undertaking such an effort can
be rewarding for both the instructor and their students.
Doing so will also provide a great service to our majors,
the future of the discipline, by raising their content mas-
tery and problem-solving skills.
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